
 

Are you considering attending one of the many accredited healthcare schools in New York? That 

could be a smart choice, as the healthcare industry has seen consistent growth in recent years 

across the country, and New York is no exception. 

In 2017, New York ranked third in the country for healthcare employment, accounting for 7.2 

percent of the total nationwide healthcare workforce. Further, as of March 2019, New York City 

alone saw a gain of 45,200 jobs in the education and healthcare sector over a one-year period — 

the most of any sector measured. Because of this record job growth, healthcare workers in New 

York have been able to find numerous opportunities in different areas of the field, from nursing 

to medical assisting, from gerontology to physical therapy, from medical billing and coding to 

healthcare technology. 

In addition to the job security offered by such explosive growth, healthcare workers in New York 

may also be able to expect a competitive salary. The average pay for community health workers 

in the state, for example, is over $45,000 a year — about four percent higher than the national 

average. 

3 Facts about Healthcare in New York 

Besides the Empire State's growth in healthcare employment opportunities, there are other 

important factors to be aware of when considering attending online healthcare programs in New 

York, including that: 

 New York is the sixth-most expensive state for personal healthcare spending. Healthcare 

expenditures in New York make up about 7.8 percent of the United States' total 

healthcare expenditures. That amounts to over $8,000 per person over the state's 

population of 19.4 million people. 

https://www.onlinecolleges.com/new-york.html
https://www.onlinecolleges.com/health.html


 New York is known for having some of the best healthcare systems and healthcare 

colleges in the country. Mount Sinai Hospital, for example, staffs over 42,000 employees 

across eight hospital campuses, including the highly regarded Icahn School of Medicine. 

 Between 2000 and 2017, over 140,000 home healthcare jobs were added in the state, 

nearly tripling within that 17-year period. Though hospitals in the state still employ more 

healthcare workers, home health and ambulatory services represent one of the greatest 

areas of growth in New York healthcare careers. 

Most Popular Healthcare Degrees in New York 

Below is our ranking of the most popular Healthcare degrees in New York, based off how many 

degrees of each type were awarded by New York schools in the 2017-18 school year. 

 

Best Healthcare Careers in New York 

While the actual responsibilities of different healthcare-related occupations may be similar from 

state to state, New York has several unique qualities and situations that bring about greater need 

and demand for certain occupations. 

For example, there are over 50,000 medical assistants in New York. Why is it such a popular 

career choice? Because, unlike in many other states, medical assistants in New York do not need 

to be licensed in order to work in the role. 

New York is also home to more physician assistants than anywhere else in the country. Besides 

the demand driven by the state's large population, its higher costs of living also contribute to 

physician assistants in New York earning an average of $5,000 more than the national average 

for the position. 

How to Pick a Healthcare Major That's Best for You 



Because the healthcare industry has such a wide variety of jobs, it's usually possible for 

healthcare professionals to focus on a career that fits their passions, interests and/or personality. 

Picking the right healthcare major can be easier if you consider it from this angle. 

For example, if you love interacting with people and want to be involved in hands-on treatment 

with patients, you might consider becoming a registered nurse. Alternately, if you prefer more 

"behind-the-scenes" work and you're more office-oriented, healthcare can still work for you: you 

could become a medical biller or coder. And if you're a person who enjoys learning and wants to 

dive deeper into your education, you may be interested in a specialized field like radiology or 

clinical laboratory science. 

Whether you'd enjoy working in a calmer environment as a massage therapist in Rochester, or 

you'd prefer thinking on your feet as an emergency nurse in Brooklyn, think about the things you 

enjoy doing before deciding which healthcare major is right for you. 

Best Online Healthcare Schools in New York 

Our list of the best healthcare colleges in New York is determined by several different factors. 

Firstly, we only considered accredited New York colleges for our list. Secondly, in order to be 

considered one of the best online healthcare programs in New York, each school must offer 

either a degree or certificate program in the healthcare field, either 100 percent online or as a 

hybrid option. Finally, the schools were compared using various data points from the Integrated 

Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). 

These online healthcare programs in New York are designed to give you the tools and resources 

you need for a long, successful career in the healthcare industry. 

 

https://www.onlinecolleges.com/health/nursing.html
https://www.onlinecolleges.com/health/medical-billing-coding.html
https://www.onlinecolleges.com/health/radiologic-science.html
https://www.onlinecolleges.com/health/laboratory.html


 

 

 

Professional Healthcare Organizations in New York 

Becoming involved in professional healthcare organizations in New York can be beneficial, both 

when you're a student and after you graduate. It's a great way to network, meet people in your 



industry, learn more about the state of local and nationwide healthcare, and potentially advance 

your career. 

Some of the most notable healthcare organizations in New York include: 

 The Healthcare Association of New York State (HANYS) — Rensselaer, New York 

 Healthcare Leaders of New York (HLNY) — Astoria, New York 

 The Community Healthcare Association of New York (CHCANYS) — New York, New 

York 

 Public Health Association of New York City (PHANYC) — New York, New York 

 

https://www.hanys.org/
http://hlny.org/
http://www.chcanys.org/
https://publichealthnycblog.org/

